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ABSTRACT

Prediction in association football is genuinely a hot topic to discuss as it is among the
popular sports that have attracted and gained global interest. The predictionmay focus
on matches outcomes (win, draw and lose) or the number of goals scored obtained
by the home and away teams. This paper proposes football matches outcomes predi-
ction models based on a rating system and gradient boosting algorithms. The testing
of the models covers implementing pi-rating and Elo rating as data features gene-
rated from limited raw datasets to evaluate match outcomes prediction algorithms
such as Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM), XGBoost (XGB), Light Gradient Boosting
Machine (LGBM), and CatBoost (CB). The used football dataset has 216,743 instances
for learning and 206 instances for testing. The dataset consists of 18 football league
seasons between 2001/2002 to 2017/2018 across 35 countries. Subsequently, the pre-
diction results of win, draw, or loss in terms of probability are obtained from the
proposed models. The results are compared between several models with different
rating systems and different boosting algorithms, as well as past literature that uses a
similar dataset. The accuracy and Rank Probability Score (RPS) are set as benchmark
criteria. As a result, the pi-rating with CB achieves the lowest RPS, 0.1925, and the
highest accuracy of 55.82%.

Keywords: Football prediction, Rating system, Gradient boosting machine, Xgboost, Catboost,
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INTRODUCTION

Prediction in association football is genuinely a hot topic to discuss as it is
among the popular sports that have attracted and gained global interest.
The prediction may focus on matches outcomes (win, draw and lose) or
the number of goals scored obtained by the home and away teams. Accor-
ding to Constantinou (2019), the prediction models of association football
can be divided into statistical models, machine learning and probabilistic
graphical models, and rating systems. This division was derived from past
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relevant academic studies on association football prediction which focus on
leagues or tournament using various of predictive modelling and analysis
techniques.

Recently, rating systems tended to be used as part of feature in statisti-
cal, machine learning and probabilistic graphical modelling. Constantinou
(2019) has modelling hybrid Bayesian network using rating system called pi-
rating as well as Hubáček et al. (2019) modelling pi-rating with other relevant
features using Gradient boosted trees algorithms. In addition, Robberechts
and Davis (2019) apply result-based Elo ratings as part of their features on
ordered logit regression and bivariate Poisson model. As the result, the work
of Hubáček et al. (2019) and Constantinou (2019) gained 1st and 2nd pla-
ced in 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge (Dubitzky et al. 2019). Meanwhile,
Robberechts and Davis (2019) successfully achieved comparable predictive
performance with best performing models from the 2017 Soccer Prediction
Challenge.

As the time flows, various new algorithms and techniques on predictive
modelling developed whether developed from scratches or improved based on
previous algorithms which successfully outperforms other traditional techni-
ques or its predecessor in its cluster (Aswad et al. 2022; Nafi et al. 2019).
Among of the new techniques are developed and successfully outperforms
older techniques in recent years is XGBoost. XGBoost is belong to ensemble
method based on gradient booting in machine learning has shown excel-
lent performance in Kaggle’s data mining competition by winning 17 out
of 29 challenges published in 2015 and even used by every top-10 winning
team in KDD Cup 2015 (Chen and Guestrin, 2016). This improvement also
influences the predictive modelling in association football. Predictive model-
ling for football using XGBoost was proposed by Berrar et al. (2019) and
gradient boosted trees by Hubáček et al. (2019) successfully gained top-5
in 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge (Dubitzky et al. 2019). However, the
development of ensemble method based on gradient boosting does not stop
there when there are more development algorithms such as Light Gradient
Boosting Machine (LightGBM) and Categorical Boosting (CatBoost).

Comprehensive studies on gradient boosting algorithms have been done
by Bentéjac et al. (2021) and shows that each gradient boosting algorithms
have their own specialty and capabilities in performance analysis. Thus, this
paper attempts to analyses and studies football matches outcomes predi-
ction models based on a rating system and gradient boosting algorithms. The
remaining paper are organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work on
gradient boosting algorithms and rating system that have been used; Section
3 describes the experiments in brief including the dataset, rating system, gra-
dient boosting algorithms and scoring rules used; Section 4 is about results
and discussion; Finally, the conclusion in Section 5.

RELATED WORK

The gradient boosting algorithms that has been used in the 2017 Soccer
Prediction Challenge (Dubitzky et al. 2019). This challenge was organi-
zed for special issue of Machine Learning for Soccer (Constantinou, 2019)
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which was participated by several researchers all around the world. Hubáček
et al. (2019) and Berrar et al. (2019) has employ gradient boosting algo-
rithms such as XGBoost, GBM and RDN-Boost algorithm to model their
football matches outcomes prediction and manage to achieve 1st and 5th
places in the challenge. The 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge is a chal-
lenge where the participants to need use machine learning to predict the
outcome of 206 future football matches outcomes based on a limited foot-
ball data describing the match outcomes of 216,743 past football matches
(Dubitzky et al. 2019).

Berrar et al. (2019) presented k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) and extreme
gradient boosted tree (Xgboost) to model their football matches outcome
prediction. The k-NN is among the simplest and oldest machine learning
algorithms meanwhile the Xgboost can be categorize as the latest and pow-
erful machine learning algorithm since its successfully win many challenges
as well as become winning solution of data mining competition such as KDD
Cup and Kaggle’s Challenge (Chen and Guestrin, 2016). They also presented
new ideas on how to integrate domain knowledge of football into modelling
process for developing football matches outcomes prediction. These ideas
assist them to prepare their limited raw football data into more informative
through features engineering. Although their models gained 1st and 5th pla-
ces in the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge in term of accuracy and rank
probability score (RPS) as performance metric, they were disqualified since
they are the organizers for the challenge.

Besides, Hubáček et al. (2019) which successfully outperform all the com-
petitors’ models in the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge also proposed two
type of gradient boosting algorithms which are Gradient Boosted Trees and
Relational Dependency Networks (RDN)-Boost to develop their football pre-
diction models. They run these two algorithms with six difference relevant
features selected for developing the learning set include the feature on the
historical strength of the team, the current form of the team, pi-rating, Page-
Rank, the match importance and the league specification. As the results, six
prediction models were generated namely baseline predictor, relational classi-
fication model with and without pi-rating, feature-based classification model,
a feature-based classification that only considered pi-rating for prediction
and feature based regression model. Thus, the feature-based classification
which using all six relevant features successfully achieved the smallest RPS
and then this model have been used to participate and won the challenge.

Robberechts and Davis (2019) is difference from Hubáček et al. (2019) and
Berrar et al. (2019) since they do not participate the 2017 Soccer Prediction
Challenge, however, they used the challenge dataset and problems as bench-
mark for comparative studies with their proposed football prediction models.
They compute and combine result-based Elo ratings and goal-based Offense
Defense Model (ODM) ratings and applied ordered logit regression and biva-
riate Poisson regression to predict football matches outcomes. Thus, their
models successfully perform well when compare with best performing models
from the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge in term of RPS and comparable
in term of accuracy.
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METHODS AND MATERIALS

The football data, rating system, gradient boosting algorithms and scoring
rules will be described in this section. The raw football data extracted as data-
set first will be modelled to football team rating system includes Elo rating
and Pi-rating and then were learn and test using gradient boosting algorithms
include Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM), XGBoost (XGB), LightGBM
(LGBM) and CatBoost (CB) for football matches outcomes prediction.

Dataset

The dataset was extracted from Dubitzky et al. (2017) as learning set and
Berrar et al. (2017) as testing set which contain 9 features such as season,
league, data, home team, away team, home scored, away scored, goal dif-
ference and the matches results (Win, Draw, Loss) of 18 seasons of football
league between 2001/2002 to 2017/2018 across 35 countries. Overall, lear-
ning set consist of 216743 instances and testing set consist of 206 instances.
The learning set has increased to 218916 instances after data cleaning inclu-
ding fixing dates, adding labels, completing league data, and removing data
duplication (Dubitzky, 2017). Table 1 shows the description of features from
the learning and testing set used for the experiment.

Football Rating System

There are three type of prominent rating system have been used in this
experiment which are Elo ratings that divided into result-based Elo ratings,
goal-based Elo ratings and pi-rating. This rating is computed using learning
set data to be utilized for predicting the football matches outcomes using the
testing set data.

• Elo Rating: Basically, this football team ratings are based on Elo rating
system for chess player which then were modified to fit with associa-
tion football. An Elo rating system represent a single number of football
team current strength, where the number of scores obtained by football
team can be increase and decrease depend on match result and the ratings
of team and its opponents in one specific match. There are two type
Elo rating which are result-based Elo ratings and goal-based Elo ratings.
The different between result-based Elo ratings and goal-based Elo ratings
is that result-based Elo ratings score and calculate the rating based on
the result of single match (home win, draw and away win) meanwhile
goal-based Elo ratings score and calculate the rating based on the goals
difference of single match (the number of goals scores) since a team win
by 3-0 are practically more strongly than 2-1 or 1-0 win.

• Pi-Rating: Pi-ratings was developed and introduced by Constantinou and
Fenton (2013). The pi-ratings computed the football team strength based
on home advantage, the current team strength depended on most updated
recent results and the win results outcomes are more important than the
number of goals difference. The discrepancies rating for team are depen-
dent on rating while played as home or away team, the opponents current
rating played as home or away team and the outcome of the match.
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Table 1. The description of features from the learning and testing set used for the
experiment.

Features Abbreviation Description Datatype

Season Sea The season of football league edition Nominal
League Lge The type of football leagues

competition
Nominal

Date Date The date of the match Date
Home Team HT The team playing at home Nominal
Away Team AT The team playing at away Nominal
Home Scored HS The number of goals scored by home

team
Numeric

Away Scored AS The number of goals scored by away
team

Numeric

Goal Difference GD The difference of goals between home
team and away team

Numeric

Matches Results WDL The outcome of the match in term of
win, draw and lose

Nominal

Gradient Boosting Algorithms

There are four types of gradients boosted algorithms have been used in this
experiment which are Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM), XGBoost (XGB),
LightGBM (LGBM) and CatBoost (CB).

• Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM): Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM)
is made up of ensemble or combination of weak learner to be used in
regression and classification modelling. It typically was run using decision
tree as base learner. Though it become one of prominent machine learning
techniques, it has many flaws such as it can suffer overfitting, computati-
onal expensive and long training time. Howcver, GBM laid foundation for
other gradient boosting algorithm development such as XGBoost (XGB),
LightGBM (LGBM) and CatBoost (CB).

• XGBoost (XGB): Chen and Guestrin (2016) has presented XGBoost
(XGB) or also known as Extreme Gradient Boosting Trees and it is the
most popular gradient boosting algorithm. It can be employed as solu-
tion to many data mining prediction problems and successfully dominate
many top data mining competition. XGBoost design as ensemble of deci-
sion trees as base classifiers for speed and performance. Literally, XGBoost
same in some specification in GBM for principle of gradient boosting,
however, more regularized model formalization has been used in XGBo-
ost for controlling or preventing over-fitting which may influence the
performance.

• LightGBM (LGBM): Light Gradient Boosting Machine or LightGBM
(LGBM) was proposed by Ke et al. (2018) to tackle the problem with effi-
ciency and scalability on large size of data that have high dimensional of
features. Two novel techniques have been introduced are Gradient-based
One-Side Sampling (GOSS) and Exclusive Feature Bundling (EFB). The
studies carried out by Ke et al. (2018) shows that LightGBM significantly
reduce the computational speed and memory consumption compared to
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XGBoost and Stochastic Gradient Boosting (SGB). A comprehensive study
done by Bentéjac et al. (2021) on gradient boosting algorithms shows that
LightGBM is the fastest compare to Random Forest (RF), Gradient Boo-
sting Machine (GBM), XGBoost (XGB) and CatBoost (CB) however not
the most accurate.

• CatBoost (CB): Category Boost or known as CatBoost developed by Pro-
khorenkova et al. (2018). CatBoost is a current newest gradient boosting
machine algorithm after XGBoost and LightGBM. One of main advan-
tage of CatBoost is it can handle categorical data features directly without
encoding. According to Hancock and Khoshgoftaar (2020), CatBoost is
effective and suitable to be employed in various field for many classifica-
tions and regression task. The reviews conducted by Bentéjac et al. (2021)
on gradient boosting algorithms shows that training speed for CatBoost
slower that LightGBM and XGBoost but it succeeds to obtain best results
in term of accuracy and AUC accordingly to benchmark dataset.

Scoring Rules

The accuracy and Rank Probability Scores (RPS) has been set as scoring rules
in the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge (Dubitzky et al. 2019) to access
the predictive performance of football matches outcomes prediction models.
Thus, accuracy and Rank Probability Scores (RPS) has also been applied in
this paper as scoring rules to standardized for comparative analysis of our
proposed models against previous competing prediction models such as Con-
stantinou (2019), Hubáček et al. (2019), Robberechts and Davis (2019), and
Berrar et al. (2019). The accuracy can be defined as in Equation 1 and RPS
can be defined as in Equation 2:

• Accuracy: The accuracy can be defined as in Equation 1,

Accuracy =
The total prediction results
The total observed results

(1)

where the total number of correctly predicted results is divided by the total
number of actual observed results.

• Rank Probability Score (RPS):Meanwhile the rank probability score (RPS)
can be defined as in Equation 2.

RPS =
1

r− 1

r−1∑
i = 1

(
pj − ej

)2 (2)

where r is the number of potential outcomes, pj is the forecasted probability
of outcome j and pej is the actual probability of outcome j.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The main objective of this paper is to model prediction for football matches
outcomes that solely rely on football rating system as feature with gradient
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Table 2. The comparative analysis results of the football matches outcomes prediction
models.

Algorithms Rating System Accuracy (%) RPS

GBM Result-based Elo rating 52.91 0.2001
Goal-based Elo rating 50.97 0.2055
Pi-Rating 55.82 0.1938

XGB Result-based Elo rating 53.39 0.2003
Goal-based Elo rating 51.94 0.2051
Pi-Rating 54.85 0.1926

LGBM Result-based Elo rating 51.94 0.2009
Goal-based Elo rating 52.42 0.2016
Pi-Rating 54.85 0.1940

CB Result-based Elo rating 53.39 0.1997
Goal-based Elo rating 52.42 0.2024
Pi-Rating 55.82 0.1925

boosting algorithms. The experiments are conducted using the dataset that
incorporates 218,916 instances consisting of 18 seasons of the football league
between 2001/2002 to 2017/2018 across 35 countries as a learning set and
206 instances as testing set from 52 football league. The scoring rules were
accessed via accuracy and RPS on those matches for measuring the predictive
performance. The raw dataset was first computed into rating system (result-
based Elo ratings, goal-based Elo ratings and pi-ratings) before were train
using gradient boosting algorithms (GBM, XGB, LGBM and CB). The current
updated rating system are then be inserted to 206 matches as testing set for
prediction.

Table 2 shows the comparative analysis results of the prediction models
in terms of accuracy in percentage and RPS accordingly to specific rating
system namely result-based Elo ratings, goal-based Elo ratings and pi-rating.
Although it seems that there is not much difference of predictive performance
between gradient booting algorithms, the results show that prediction models
produced by pi-rating system are better than Elo rating system whether based
on results or goals in term of accuracy and RPS. It is observed that CatBoost is
best performing predictive performance in term of accuracy and RPS whether
using Elo rating or pi-rating.

Table 3 shows the results of average accuracy and average RPS for overall
comparative analysis for football matches outcomes prediction models based
on rating system and gradient boosting algorithms. It is observed that gradi-
ent boosting algorithms with pi-ratings achieved highest average performance
metrics compared to Elo ratings by obtained 55.34% average accuracy and
0.1932 average RPS.

In addition, the results are compared between several models with different
rating systems and different boosting algorithms, as well as past literature
that uses similar dataset. The accuracy and Rank Probability Score (RPS) are
set as benchmark criteria. The pi-rating with CB has been chosen to compare
with the past work since it achieved the best performing model in the stu-
dies. The pi-rating with CB achieves the lowest RPS, 0.1925, and the highest
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Table 3. The overall comparative analysis results of the football matches outcomes
prediction models based on rating system and gradient boosting algorithms
in term of average accuracy and average rank probability score.

Rating System Average Accuracy (%) Average RPS

Result-based Elo Ratings 52.91 0.2003
Goal-based Elo Ratings 51.94 0.2037
Pi-Ratings 55.34 0.1932

Table 4. The comparative analysis results of the best performing football matches
outcomes prediction models.

Algorithms Accuracy (%) RPS

Berrar et al. (2019) 51.94 0.2054
Hubáček et al. (2019) 52.43 0.2063
Constantinou (2019) 51.46 0.2083
Berrar et al. (2019) 50.49 0.2149
Robberechts and Davis (2019) 51.46 0.2035
pi-rating with CatBoost 55.82 0.1925

accuracy of 55.82%. However, the performance results comparably are still
near to other proposed rating and boosting systems of the past literature.

Table 4 shows the results of comparative analysis of the best performing
the football matches outcomes prediction models using gradient boosting
algorithms with different team rating against existing models in term of accu-
racy and rank probability score. The findings of this study may help future
researchers develop new football match outcome prediction models that can
incorporate several new features and existing features.

This paper’s finding gives insight into the possible performance improve-
ment of football prediction models by using other advanced techniques to
fuse the data and create more informative features. It is also recommended
to expand the limited raw data by using domain knowledge of feature engine-
ering process as well as incorporating more relevant key features data related
to human factors such as managerial, teams, and individual factors. This data
may provide more information to be accessed, such as availability of players
due to international call-ups, tournament, injuries, transfer, or suspension
(yellow and red cards), and even the changes of the owner of the football
teams and coaches. Besides, subjective information through experts such as
fatigue, morale, atmosphere, and motivation of football players as well as
fans may influence the football teams’ performance and, precisely, football
matches results outcomes.

CONCLUSION

This paper present football matches outcomes prediction models based on
rating systems and gradient boosting algorithms. The rating systems are
result-based Elo ratings, goal-based Elo ratings and pi-ratings. The gradi-
ents boosted algorithms are Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM), XGBoost
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(XGB), LightGBM (LGBM) and CatBoost (CB). The results show pi-rating
system with gradient boosting algorithms are better than Elo rating system
whether based on results or goals in term of accuracy and RPS by 55.34%
and 0.1932. As compared with past literature, the pi-rating with CatBoost
achieves the best performance measures and successfully achieved smallest
RPS of 0.1925 and highest accuracy of 55.82%.
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